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Item Text

Option Text 1

Option Text 2

Option Text 3

Option Text 4

Dom Moraes was a……….

novelist,short
story writer and
journalist

biographer

poet, journalist,
autobiographer,
and travel writer

painter

What is the full name of Dom Moraes?

Francis Moraes
Dominic

Henry Dominic
Moraes

Francis Dominic
Moraes

Dominic Francis
Moraes

The Poem, "Future Plans" travels in__________

background

Who wrote the poem, "Future Plans"?

Dom Moraes

past, present and
future
the future
Nissim Ezekiel
Toru Dutt

Ezekiel switches from third to first person in 'Background Casually' when he------- went to school as
left for London
----a boy
Goodbye Party for Miss Pushpa T. S. is a ……….. and ………… type of poem.

Satirical and
humourous

ironic and
paradoxical

Why is Pushpa going abroad in the poem 'Goodby Party for Miss Pushpa T.S.?

to study

on a holiday

Where was Miss Pushpa T.S. going ?

another city

a different office

What does the cook demand the judge do to him when he returns home without
his dog?

Fire him

Who is Biju in The Inheritance of Loss ?
The earliest ancestors of Gyan were engaged in which service of the British?

Take away
everything he
owns
Father Booty’s
The Judge’s cook
cook
Clerical staff
Army

got married
symbolic and
semiotic
to improve her
prospects

history
Kamala Das
accepted Indiia as
his permanent
home
elegiac and
nostalgic
on a visit

a foreign country give up her job
Berate him

Beat him

Biju is the cook's Uncle Potty’s
son
driver
Railways
Tea plantation

Accident in
kitchen

How does Nimi die?

Of sickness

In childbirth

Suicide

Why did the judge decide never to meet Bose ever again?

He doesn’t want
to relive his
unpleasant
memories of
England again

Bose does not
Bose was rude to
want to pay for
the judge
the dinner

What led to the riots of 1964 in the novel 'The Shadow Lines'?

Bangladeshi
Movement

Disappearance of
Kidnap of Political
Religious clashes
the Holy Relic
Leader

What is the souvenir Ila brought back home during her childhood vacation?

Yearbooks

Medals

Story books

Gifts

Choose the incorrect statement

Thamma started
her career as a
school teacher

Thamma is a
patriotic character

Tha'mma was
born in Dhaka

Thamma is
narrator's friend

Choose the statement that is not true about Mayadebi.

Mayadebi is a
victim of class
conflict

Mayadebi was one
Mayadebi is
of the most
closely bonded
beautiful girls of
with Tha'mma
Dhaka

He made fun of the
judge

Mayadebi is Ila's
grandmother

The Protagonist's
mother

The Protagonist's The Protagonist's
nephew
brother

What does the lines in the novel 'The Shadow Lines' represent ?

Lines on our
palms

Lines of boundary
and cultural
division

Lines in a music
note

Lines in a game

Which is the field in which most of the family members of Mayadebi are
associated with ?

Law &
Administration

Medicine

Film Industry

Engineering

Which character remains anonymous through out the novel 'The Shadow Lines'? The Protagonist

